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The so-called synthetic biology of
artificial life (Alife) provides new
ways to study ‘life as it is’ while
extending our concept of ‘life as it
could be’. Its application to
evolutionary studies is a prime
example. Artificial life forms can be
subjected to changes in, for example,
environmental factors, to model the
selective forces acting on real
organisms. Thus, they provide
insight into real evolutionary
processes, although the creatures
involved — and their successful
descendants — often take a form that
does not (yet) exist in the real world.
An organic life form wanting an
introduction to Alife might try
Stewart Dean’s An Interactive Essay.
From an explanation of the concept
behind Alife and its history, he
moves on to describe several of the
‘classic’ Alife systems, their uses and
the fun that can be had with them.
The recently updated Live Alife
Page is a fun introduction for the
Alife beginner, with live simulations
including Conway’s LIFE, “the
program that started it all”. The site
also features The spider’s favourite —
‘morphs’, based on the Biomorphs in
Richard Dawkins’ The Blind
Watchmaker. The program displays a
population of 16 artificial organisms,
and clicking on a morph selects it for
asexual reproduction. This morph
and its 15 offspring are displayed as
the next generation from which to
select. Each morph has 12 ‘genes’
(for example, for colour) and with the
number of possible morphs being
around 227 million million, a lively
evolutionary process ensues. 
If you’ve become hooked, move
on to Zooland (hosted at a number of
sites) for an extensive Alife listing.
Icons indicate whether the listed
resource is a research paper, a
collection of hyperlinks or an Alife
program. The summary descriptions
can point you in various directions:
towards ecological simulations, such
as Forest Fire; towards colonies of
‘boppers’ in a predator–prey system;
or even towards genetic wars in which
you breed and mutate your soldiers.
If you’re an advocate of learning
through play, you’ll be pleased to see
that the listings at The Artificial Life
‘Games’ Homepage are remarkably
close to the listings at other sites.
Indeed, Alife is much more than just
fun and games. Echo is a simulation
tool for the study of complex
adaptive systems, in which agents
interact through combat, mating and
trade to develop survival strategies in
environments with limited resources.
Agents can self-reproduce only when
they have enough resources to copy
their ‘genome’. One use of the
system is to indicate types of
behavioural data that need to be
incorporated into models of the
trophic levels in food chains. In one
example described at the site,
heterotrophs were allowed to make
active choices about resource
selection (through perception and
intentional behaviour), and
individuals had to adopt realistic
strategies to persist. 
For a nice demonstration of the
use of behavioural Alife systems, try
Craig Reynold’s Boids — a model of
coordinated animal motion in which
complex global behaviour can arise
from the interaction of simple local
rules, in this case, steering and
obstacle avoidance. Boid-related
software packages feature groups of
birds, sheep, fish and wasps, and
links listed include those related to
the movement of natural flocks,
herds and schools.
A great disappointment is the
Alife Online site at the Santa Fe
Institute — highlighted by The spider
in January 1997 as the key Alife site.
With the last entry on the ‘What’s
New’ page being over a year ago, it’s
now looking rather dated. 
By contrast, Moshe Sipper’s
‘Complex Adaptive Systems and
Artificial Life’ site has wonderfully
up-to-date information on the more
technical aspects of Alife. Sipper
lists links to relevant journals (such
as the quarterly Artificial Life),
conferences (the Sixth International
Conference on Artificial Life is in
June 1998) and newsgroups — plus
much more.
So, the web provides for
professional Alifers and playful
enthusiasts alike. But perhaps some
of the rules by which the artificial
life forms are governed apply equally
to the Alife sites themselves — the
lesson is, evolve or stagnate.
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‘An interactive essay’ http://www.foresight.co.uk/stewart/alife/
The Live Alife Page http://alife.fusebox.com/
Zooland http://www.krl.caltech.edu/~brown/alife/zooland/
Artificial Life ‘Games’ Homepage http://gracco.irmkant.rm.cnr.it/luigi/lupa_algames.html
Echo Homepage http://www.santafe.edu/projects/echo/
Craig Reynold’s Boids http://hmt.com/cwr/boids.html
Alife Online http://alife.santafe.edu/
Complex Adaptive Systems and Artificial Life             http://lslwww.epfl.ch/~moshes/alife_links.html
Artificial Life journal http://mitpress.mit.edu/journal-home.tcl?issn=10645462
Sixth International Conference on Artificial Life http://alife6.alife.org/
Newsgroup news:comp.ai.alife http://www.dejanews.com
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